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Marketers under fire
In Australia two of the companies named
and shamed in the 10th annual CHOICE
Shonky Awards are involved in selling
products that attract children. Arnotts
were named for putting a “school canteen
– meets amber guidelines” claim on its
packets of Tiny Teddies with hundreds and
thousands, when hundreds and thousands
are actually classified as confectionery under the National Healthy School Canteen
guidelines.
The Coca-Cola companyis named for what
CHOICE sees as its funding of pseudoscience in the form of claims by the “big
soda” funded Global Energy Balance Network (GEBN) which promotes increased
exercise as the solution to obesity and
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conveniently warns against focusing too
much on bad eating habits, (such as drinking soft drinks).
http://classic.choice.com.au/shonkyaward.aspx
Meanwhile in the US, McDonalds has been
under fire for what are seen as two thinly
disguised marketing ventures.
US blogger Bettina Siegel reports that the
company has created a new documentary
for use in middle and high schools. It documents an experiment conducted by an Iowa
high school science teacher, who sought to
discredit the film Super Size Me by eating
nothing but McDonald’s food for 90 days
(while exercising) and losing weight in the
process.
The food was provided free by a friend who
was a McDonald’s franchisee. He turned
the experiment into a high school project
by enlisting students to create his daily
McDonald’s menus which were capped
at 2,000 Calories a day. McDonald’s has
since officially retained him as its paid
brand ambassador and he travels around
the country to promote the fast food chain
to middle and high schoolers, as well as dietetic students.
http://www.thelunchtray.com/cisna540-meals-a-mcdonalds-infomercialcoming-to-a-school-near-you/

Telstra Customer Insight Centre,
Level 2, 400 George St, Sydney

Meanwhile, Campaign for a Commercial-Free
Childhood reports that on “McTeacher’s
Nights” across the US, teachers “work”
behind the counter in McDonald’s outlets,
selling burgers, fries, and soft drinks to
their students and their students’ families
as a school fundraiser. McDonald’s provides branded uniforms and trains teachers and school principals to manage cash
registers, promising in return to donate
a small portion of the event’s proceeds.
Schools typically receive just 15 to 20 percent of the event’s proceeds, often amounting to only one to two dollars per student.

More information, registration and
conference updates:

http://commercialfreechildhood.org/action/stop-mcteachers-nights

childrenandmedia.org.au/events/
accm-conference

Australians, including business people and marketers, who are interested in best practice in marketing to
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CATCHING MILAT AND MORE

STOP PRESS
Catching Milat promo
complaint upheld
The Australian Communications and
Media Authority (ACMA) has found that
promotions aired during the program
Better Homes and Gardens breached the G
classification guidelines.
Read more on the ACCM website
For more discussion of this,
see our editorial on Page 2

children are invited to attend the Rights of
the Child Consumer Conference in Sydney in
November. This conference aims to start a
national conversation on issues related to
children as consumers and reflect on questions such as:
• What are the rights issues for children
when they interact with businesses?
• How can we help ensure that children are informed and empowered as
consumers?
• How and why are some businesses
advancing children’s rights?
For more information about the conference
see the advertisement on this page.

This year’s most violent games
US organisation, Common Sense Media have
named their list of the 10 most violent
games for 2015.
The organisation says that in 2015, we saw
some of the most violent video games ever
released, with older games such as Gears of
War: Ultimate Edition and Resident Evil: The
Definitive Edition being re-released with
visual upgrades that intensified the more
violent moments, including blood and
gore splattering.
Four of the 10 nominations have been rated
MA15+ in Australia. They are:
•
•
•
•

Battlefield: Hardline
Bloodborne
Mad Max
Onechanbara Z2: Chaos
.....continued on P2

SYDNEY CONFERENCE: RIGHTS
OF THE CHILD CONSUMER
NEW BOOK - FREE DOWNLOAD
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Way back in May, we were contacted by a parent
who was very upset about a TV promo their
family had been exposed to while watching
Better Homes and Gardens (G) early one
evening. The parent had lodged a complaint
with Network Seven, but needed a bit of advice
and encouragement about the next steps (the TV
Complaints process can be daunting).
This was near the beginning of our “Stop
ambushing parents” campaign, which had been
started in reaction to Free TV’s proposed Code
changes. Those Code changes would have made
worse the long standing issue of parents’ choices
of family programming being undermined by
the intrusion of unsuitable trailers for programs
or movies for mature audiences.
The parent’s complaint concerned trailers for the
two part series called “Catching Milat”, classified
M, (about the abductions and murders by serial
killer Ivan Milat). ACCM watched out for similar
trailers and also lodged complaints about them.
And over the next few months has lodged many
more about other promos and trailers.
It is very pleasing to note (see front page) that the
parent’s complaint has been upheld. Parents can
have an effective voice!
At the time that Catching Milat was being
screened, ACCM noted that while the Seven
Network had classified the series M, the national
Classification Board had rated the DVD set of
the series as MA15+. The Classification Board’s
view was that the series should be rated MA15+
by virtue of its strong themes and language. The
Board said “themes of severe fear of impending
rape and/or death, and extreme emotional stress
were foremost in the film “

The DVD set appeared to contain
identical content to the TV series,
and after review, ACCM lodged a
complaint with Seven about the M
classification decision.
Barbara Biggins

However, ACMA has not upheld OAM
that complaint, saying
“Seven Hon CEO
did not breach the classification
provisions …due to the careful handling of the
closely-linked themes and violence”.
In more detail, ACMA stated that:
The material contains a predominant focus on the
procedural aspects of the [police] investigation, a
narrative technique that, alongside the carefully
implied treatment of the thematically linked
violence, serves to mitigate against a higher
viewing impact and intensity. Additionally,
interrelated themes, including the emotional
distress of the parents involved, are characterised
by their infrequency, lack of detail and brevity. As
the licensee has submitted, they are not the focus
of the story.

ACMA continued that
In this case, due to their careful treatment and
frequency, the classifiable elements, when taken
individually and/or cumulatively, do not reach an
impact or intensity sufficient to breach the Code.
Further, although a drama program that concerns
an infamous Australian serial killer may have an
intrinsic capacity to heighten the sense of threat
and menace involved, the overall context mitigates
against a higher impact and intensity.
An interesting contrast in official views about what’s
a strong/ intense theme?
ACCM awaits with interest the outcome of its
further complaints on program promos and
trailers.

Contributions are welcome.
Violent games - continued from P1.....

ACCM’s movie and app
review services are
supported by grants
from the
South Australian
Government
ACCM’s Website
is designed and
supported by

Four games were rated R18+ in Australia:
•
•
•
•

Dying Light
Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain
Mortal Kombat X
Until Dawn

New book for free download
Positive digital content for kids

Two of the games nominated, Hatred and The
Order:1886, have not yet been classified in
Australia.

www.gocreate.com.au

It is worth noting that close to 40% of the games
which have been rated MA15+ in Australia since
the commencement of revised guidelines in January 2013 were given a higher adult rating overseas (M17 in the US or 18 in the European PEGI
system).

ACCM acknowledges
support from the
Romeo Family

www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/10-mostviolent-video-games-of-2015-and-what-toplay-instead

Experts from the BBC, Ravensburger, Toca Boca
and others reveal their secrets in this book. What
is their vision? What makes a product good for
kids? And how do you create it?
http://mijnkindonline.nl/publicaties/boeken/
new-book-positive-digital-content-for-kids
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The Weekend Australian 3-4/10/2015

The Advertiser 17/10/2015
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The Australian 22/10/2015
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The Advertiser 17/10/2015

The Age. Green Guide 8/10/2015
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
EDUCATION
Sullins, J., Howard, T. & Goza, K. (2014).
Are educational shows teaching our
children to become life-long learners?
Journal of Educational Multimedia and
Hypermedia, 23(4), 385-400
Orlando, J., 2014.
Teachers’ changing practices with
information and communication
technologies: an up-close, longitudinal
analysis.
Research in Learning Technology 22.
doi:10.3402/rlt.v22.21354
Smith, J (2015)
Master the media: How teaching media
literacy can save our plugged in world
Dave Burgess Consulting Inc.
de la Hera Conde-Pumpido, T; Alencar,
A (2015)
Collaborative digital games as
mediation tool to foster intercultural
integration in primary Dutch schools
http://www.openeducationeuropa.
eu/en/article/Applied-Games-andGamification-Drivers-for-Change_InDepth_43-2
Hassoun, D. (2015)
“All over the place”: A case study of
classroom multitasking and attentional
performance
New Media & Society 2015; 17:1680-1695

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH
Brussoni, M.,et al 2015.
What is the relationship between risky
outdoor play and health in children? A
systematic review.
International Journal of Environmental
Research and Public Health 12, 6423–6454.
Blackman, K.C.A., et al 2015.
Examining the feasibility of smartphone
game applications for physical activity
promotion in middle school students.
Games for Health Journal 4, 409–419.
Crowley, S.J. et al 2015
Increased sensitivity of the circadian
system to light in early/mid puberty.
The Journal of Clinical Endocrinology &
Metabolism jc.2015–2775.

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL
Chonchaiya, W. et al 2015.
Elevated background TV exposure over
time increases behavioural scores of 18month-old toddlers.
Acta Paediatrica 104, 1039–1046.
Stone, E.A., et al 2015.
The sexualized girl: a within-gender
stereotype among elementary school

children.
Child Development 86, 1604–1622.
Carson, V., et al 2015.
Systematic review of sedentary
behavior and cognitive development in
early childhood.
Preventive Medicine 78, 115–122.

MOBILE PHONES
Prabu D. et al (2015)
Mobile phone distraction while
studying
New Media & Society 17:1661-1679

INTERNET
Kopecký, K., 2015
Misuse of web cameras to manipulate
children within the so-called webcam
trolling.
Telematics and Informatics 33, 1–7.

VIDEO GAMES
Bonus, J. Peebles, A., Riddle, K. 2015.
The influence of violent video game
enjoyment on hostile attributions.
Computers in Human Behavior 52, 472–483.
Gao, Z., et al 2015.
A meta-analysis of active video games
on health outcomes among children and
adolescents.
Obesity Review 16, 783–794.
Willett, R.J., 2015.
The discursive construction of “good
parenting” and digital media – the case
of children’s virtual world games.
Media Culture Society 37, 1060–1075.
Ribbens, W ; Malliet, S
(2015)
How male young adults construe their
playing style in violent video games
New Media & Society 2015; 17:1624-1642
Sauer, J.D., et al 2015.
Violent video games: The effects of
narrative context and reward structure
on in-game and postgame aggression.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied
21, 205–214.
Ferguson, C.J., 2015.
Do Angry Birds make for angry
children? A meta-analysis of video
game influences on children’s and
adolescents’ aggression, mental health,
prosocial behavior, and academic
performance.
Perspectives on Psychological Science 10,
646–666.

VIOLENCE
Fikkers, K.M. et al 2015.
The role of perceived peer norms in the

relationship between media violence
exposure and adolescents’ aggression.
Media Psychology 1–23.
Gentile, D.A., 2015.
What is a good skeptic to do? The case
for skepticism in the media violence
discussion.
Perspectives on Psychological Science 10,
674–676.
Valkenburg, P.M., 2015.
The limited informativeness of metaanalyses of media effects.
Perspectives on Psychological Science 10,
680–682.
Ferguson, C.J., 2015.
Pay no attention to that data behind the
curtain on Angry Birds, happy children,
scholarly squabbles, publication bias,
and why betas rule metas.
Perspectives on Psychological Science 10,
683–691.

EVENTS
22nd World Meeting of the
International Society for Research
on Aggression (ISRA)
19-23 July 2016
University of NSW, Sydney
iec.mq.edu.au/research/cfrc/isra_
2016/
.................
Screen Futures Summit
and Youth Media Festival
1-3 July 2016
Melbourne
screenfutures.com/
.....................
PRIX JEUNESSE INTERNATIONAL
2016
What it means to be me:
Identity in children’s TV
20 – 25 May
Munich, Germany
www.prixjeunesse.de/
.....................
4th National No 2 Bullying
Conference
18 – 19 April 2016
Mantra on View Hotel
Gold Coast, Queensland
no2bullying.org.au/
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WORLD NEWS
Australian series in the running for
international awards

Matchbox Pictures’ Nowhere Boys and
Galaxy Pop’s Get Ace are in the running
for next year’s International Emmy Kids
Awards.
Nowhere Boys series 2 will compete for
‘best kids series’. The first series was
nominated for the 2015 awards. The
comedy Get Ace is nominated in the
animation category.
There are 24 nominees in six categories
announced by the International Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences. They are
from 13 countries: Argentina, Australia,
Brazil, Canada, Colombia, France, Iceland,
Italy, Japan, Singapore, the Netherlands,
Norway and the United Kingdom
The awards will be presented on April 5
2016
http://if.com.au/2015/10/03/article/
International-Emmy-Kids-nominationsfor-two-Oz-series/NDQTOBWZOB.html

Peer norms, media violence
& aggression

At least one of the findings from a two-year
survey among 943 Dutch adolescents may
help in identifying groups of children who
are vulnerable to media violence. Researchers found that tweens and early teens who
perceive more aggression among their
friends become more aggressive after exposure to violent games and TV-programs.
The research was conducted by a team
of scientists from the Center for Research
on Children, Adolescents and the Media.
CcaM researchers asked children between
10 and 14 years how often, and for how

long, they play violent games or watch violent TV shows. On average, these tweens
and teens reported 4.6 hours per week of
violent media exposure. They were also
asked how often they act aggressively
against other teens, and to what extent
their peers are aggressive and approve of
aggression.
One year later, these questions were asked
again to see how aggression changed over
time, and what the role of media violence
was in this process.
http://www.ccam-ascor.nl/news-archive/419-peernorms

New parent resources

The new Australian eSafety Commissioner
sees meeting the online safety needs of parents as a top priority. To help, the Office
of the eSafety commissioner has released a
series of new video resources for parents
covering some of the issues of greatest concern:
• Protecting children from
cyberbullying
• Parental controls to help protect and
monitor
• Protecting children for harmful
online content and predators
• Deciding how much time children
should spend online
The site also has resources for use in the
classroom for both primary and secondary
schools.
www.esafety.gov.au

Screens harm sleep in
early/mid puberty

Recent research from the USA backs parents who have decided to ban smartphones,

tablets and laptops from their children’s
bedrooms at night. The researchers, from
a sleep research laboratory, found new evidence that the bright light of these devices
may lower levels of melatonin, a hormone
that prompts sleep.
The effect was most pronounced for
children just entering puberty, with
nighttime melatonin levels suppressed by
up to 37 percent in some cases.
http://press.endocrine.org/doi/
abs/10.1210/jc.2015-2775

A new character for Sesame Street

Sesame Street fans are being introduced to
a new character named Julia. She is a little
girl who has orange hair, green eyes, and
autism.
This is part of Sesame Street’s See Amazing in All Children initiative, which aims to
break down barriers and reduce the stigma
surrounding the increasingly prevalent
condition.
Julia is also part of an online initiative aimed
at helping children between the ages of two
and five better understand autism. She is in
a new storybook for children which can be
found online and in a free app.
It is hoped that becoming familiar with
Julia will help children recognize autism
in others around them and, instead of being confused or afraid, understand how
to show acceptance, and involve children
with autism in play.
www.globalnews.ca/news/2290799/sesame-street-introduces-autistic-characteras-part-of-initiative-to-reduce-stigma/

